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IMPROVED LIQUIDITY BRINGS SHARP INVESTMENT EXPANSION
LIVESTOCK ON FEED AND CATTLE MARKETINGS INCREASE
Total credit (loans plus investments) at all Ninth district banks
expanded at an unusually rapid pace during January following a relatively strong
advance in December.

The January growth, on a seasonally adjusted basis, was

on the order of 20 percent (annual rate)

-

about double the December rate.

The

faster growth occurred entirely at large city banks and represented primarily
an expansion of investments rather than loans.

Following a pattern generally

observed among larger banks across the nation, district city banks reported an
unusually weak performance in the total loan category during the month.

As a

result, despite a weak deposit showing, the district city bank loan-deposit
ratio failed to show its normal advance for the month, and at .614 at the end
of January reached the lowest level since early 1965.

Country bank loan

expansion followed seasonal trends during January.
Total deposit outflow at all district banks was substantially above
average during January and city banks absorbed most of this above seasonal loss.
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The surprising element in city bank deposit behavior was that time deposits as
well as demand deposits declined during the month.

The January decline in

time deposits is partly attributable to a sharp slowdown in the rate of inflow
of savings certificates and other consumer-oriented time deposits.
In the agricultural sector, livestock feeding operations picked up
significantly in the district during the fourth quarter of 1967.

956,000 cattle

and calves were placed in district feed lots from October through December,
representing an 11 percent increase over the previous year.

This was 8 percentage

points higher than the overall 3 percent increase that occurred in placements
for the major 32 state feeding area.

The largest increases occurred in

Minnesota and South Dakota, where feedlot placements were up
to ample feed supplies

-

by 17 and 12 percent, respectively.

-

presumably due
A moderate

increase of 6 percent was registered in Montana feed lots, while a 21 percent
cut occurred in North Dakota.

Overall, the January 1 inventory of cattle and

calves on feed in the district, at 1,175,000 head, was up 3 percent from a
year earlier.
District fed cattle marketings for the fourth quarter of 1967 were
also relatively higher than were slaughter shipments from the 32 state feeding
area.

District marketings exceeded those of fourth quarter 1966 by 11 percent

compared to a 4 percent increase for the feed belt area.

District marketings

for the January-March period, at 437,000 head, are expected to slightly exceed
the first quarter marketings of 1967.

The only significant increase in first

quarter marketings is expected in Montana where a 20 percent gain is anticipated.
A minimal 1 percent increase is expected in South Dakota, while first quarter
decreases of 9 and 2 percent are anticipated in North Dakota and Minnesota,
respectively.

District marketings after March 31, of cattle now on feed, are

expected to be 4 percent over that of the corresponding period of 1967.

EMPLOYMENT AND PRODUCTION INCREASE THROUGHOUT 1967
In the district~s business sector, the year 1967 ended on an optimistic
note.

December data indicate that production continued to show increasing strength,

employment .advanced significantly, and the housing industry continued to show
evidence of strong improvement.
Based on the December data for electric power consumption and production
worker man hours, total industrial production in the district advanced slightly
in December to a level that was significantly above the 1966 level.

The main

impetus for the over-the-year advance in district production is largely attributable
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~o the rapid growth in the ordnance and machinery industries.

However, the

performance of these particular industries from November to December, was
basically one of stability.
One of the most encouraging economic developments within the district
during the past year was the significant growth in the civilian work force.

The

growth rate, which was very near the national average indicates that the rate of
out-migration from this region was slowed to a considerable extent by the
generally favorable economic conditions which have existed throughout the district.
Wage and salary employment moved up strongly in December reflecting the settlement of several major strikes within the district.

The district unemployment

rate during December, at 3.6 percent (compared to 3.7 for the nation), was
slightly higher than the November rate, but somewhat lower than the year
earlier level.
Building permits during December reflected the generally improved
conditions within the construction industry.

Overall, total building permits

issued in the district for new housing units advanced about 14 percent above
the 1966 level.

While the bulk of this increase was due to increased building

of multiple family units, permits issued for single family units, alone,
experienced an over-the-year increase of about 8 percent.

Although housing

improved substantially during 1967, overall conditions in the construction
industry showed little change from the 1966 level as evidenced by the minimal
change in construction industry employment.
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NINTH DISTRICT income and financial indicators

UNITED STATES income and financial indicators
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NINTH DISTRICT production and employment indicators

UNITED STATES production and employment indicators
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NINTH DISTRICT CROP PRODUCTION
Percentage Change

SOURCE: Crop Production, Dec. 1967, USDA Statistical Reporting Service
NOTE: Additional sources used in Vol. II, No. 2 See Vol. II, No. I

